Risk Factors for the Spread of Parasitic Zoonoses among Domestic Cat Owners and Their Families in Rural Areas
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Abstract
The close animal – human contacts are risky for people especially in cases of any negligence towards proper veterinary care, deworming and vaccination procedures as well as human and cat hygiene. Among possible risks there are parasitic zoonoses threats.

The study involved 146 cat owners from selected rural areas in Lublin province. Altogether they possessed 309 cats.

A special original inquiry questionnaire was used.

The survey was carried out during the period: January 2011– May 2011. Most of polled (84.9%) have reported deworming procedure negligence, 60.4% of polled have never bathed their cats, only 63.7% of cat owners have declared separations of humans’ and cats’ sleeping places, 65.1% of owners have declared no any restrictions concerning cats’ movement around both wild environment and children’s places for fun and recreation.

Conclusions: In rural areas, hygiene and veterinary cats care negligence as well as animal – human coexistence conditions may increase the risk of zoonotic parasite diseases spreading.
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1. Introduction
Among the tens of thousands of species described in Central Europe, almost 1/4 of them are parasites. Several dozen of them may affect people, nearly 40 – may live inside the human body, many of such species are parasites posing threats both to humans and domesticated animals including domestic cats. In our country, in most cases, human parasite infestations are asymptomatic. But it doesn’t mean that the problem of parasitic zoonoses is trivial.

Arthropods (Sarcoptes scabiei, Pulex irritans, Ctenocephalides felis) may cause appearance of various difficult to manage cutaneous symptoms, including blistering and contact dermatitis, neuro-cutaneous syndrome (NCS), allergic reaction and secondary infections (Amen, 2001). Pulex irritans and Ctenocephalides felis may be vectors for Dipylidium caninum and such zoonoses as: tularemia, antrax and Lyme borreliosis (Randolph, 2001; Stojević, Sušić, & Lučinger, 2010). Internal parasites pose even life-threatening medical problems to babies and young children, pregnant woman and their foetuses, undernourished patients as well as to individuals with different kinds of immune system deficiencies: primary immunodeficiency being an inborn problem and acquired immunodeficiency (Barsoum, 2007; Bojar, & Szymańska, 2010; Büyükkaba Boral, Uysal, Alan, & Nazlican, 2004; Kollątaj, Niewiadomy, & Szewczyk, 2001; Niedworok, & Planeta-Malecka, 2004; Smith et al., 1998; Valar et al., 2007).

The number of people with acquired immunodeficiency still increases. Among them there are those with immune
system problems caused by malnutrition, aging, particular medications (chemotherapy agents, disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs as well as immunosuppressive drugs chronically used by organ recipients after organ transplants) and by specific diseases directly or indirectly impairing the immune system (some types of cancer, particularly those of the bone marrow and blood cells, diseases causing malnutrition and certain infections such as infection with the human immunodeficiency virus - HIV).

The close animal – human contacts are risky for people especially in cases of any negligence towards proper veterinary care, deworming and vaccination procedures as well as human and cat hygiene. Among possible risks there are parasitic zoonoses threats.

Because of the fact that most of zoonotic transmissions are effects of improper animals’ hygiene and vet care as well as improper human hygiene, people should follow listed beneath simple tips to prevent passing parasites from cats to humans (Stull, Carr, Chomel, Berghaus, & Hird, 2007; Schantz, 2003; Wolfe & Wright, 2003; Guillot & Bouree, 2007; Grant & Olsen, 1999):

1st. Practicing good personal hygiene;

2nd. Practising proper food hygiene (some parasite zoonoses are transmitted by the waterborne or foodborne routes);

3rd. Controlling pet parasite infections through internal and external parasite treatment and control (necessary help of veterinary doctors);

4rd. Minimizing exposure of children, pregnant women and immunocompromised people to potentially contaminated environments;

5th. Cleaning up pet faces regularly to reduce environmental contamination with infective parasite stages;

6th. Minimizing contacts of cats with wild animals and contaminated environment;

7th. Discussing pet ownership with family physicians or specialists (concerns immunocompromised potential cat owners).

Although listed above tips seem to be obvious and simple to keep, the practice of everyday life seems to indicate that such hygiene recommendations are often neglected. Because of a specific condition of life and socio-cultural identity, such negligence seems to be probable.

The precise determination of the real scale of such types of negligence and cat breeding mistakes is necessary to take the proper action against zoonoses spreading.

2. Aim

The aim of this study was to determine real scale of cats care negligence and breeding mistakes favouring the spread of parasitic zoonotic diseases in rural areas of selected districts of Lublin Province.

3. Material and Methods

3.1 Material

The study involved 146 cat owners from rural areas of Bełżyce, Chodel, Opole Lubelskie and Poniatowa districts in Lublin province.

The population of these districts has 53 910 people, including 28 692 ones – the inhabitants of rural areas (Główny Urząd Statystyczny [GUS], 2011). The study involved the group, which represented only those residents who were inhabitants of rural areas.

In the rural areas within these districts, there are 110 population centers – villages.

There was performed randomly selection of 29 villages located in the described areas (seven in each: Bełżyce and Chodel districts, six in the Poniatowa district and nine in the district of Opole Lubelskie – that is proportionally to the rural populations living in mentioned districts). Then six representatives in each randomly selected village were asked to fill out prepared questionnaires.

The representatives being surveyed were cat owners:

- individuals who because of their health status problems were patients of the Outpatient Clinics in Poniatowa (Lublin province, Poland).

- their close neighbors.

Such method of selection of respondents was due to the fact that these rural areas have low population densities (it creates difficulties with access to places of residence of the potential respondents) as well as the fact that
people living in rural areas are reluctant to accept the interviewers in their houses and usually refuse to fill in questionnaires delivered by post (this conclusion is based on prior experiences that authors have had with people living there).

The surveyed owners represented both the purebred and not purebred cat owners who possessed cats for pleasure and companionship (pets), as well as for farming purposes (to protect farms from rodents).

Altogether they possessed 309 cats.

3.2 Method of Data Collection

A special original inquiry questionnaire with questions concerning details of residence, education and professional status of cat owners, aspects of cats breeding such as hygiene (frequency of bathing), veterinary care, veterinary health certificate possession, frequency of deworming procedures and aspects of animal – humans coexistence as well as cats freedom of movement around the house and the surrounding area was applied.

The survey has been carried out during the period: January 2011– July 2011 and has been based on survey feedback issued during visit in the outpatient clinics and received during subsequent visits to clinics.

The described above method of selection and questionnaires distribution based on the involvement of people being held in high esteem (clinic doctors) brought beneficial effect on respondents’ reactions and on high percentage of returned questionnaires.

The percentage of returned questionnaires was equal to 84%.

3.3 Data Presentation

All obtained data were present in tables – both as absolute values and percentages.

4. Results

The obtained data are presented below as tables (Tables 1-5).

Such data present the prevalence of negligence in the care and breeding of cats that have the effect of increasing the risk of spreading parasitic zoonoses.

4.1 Possible Occasional Cats’ Access to Places for Children’s Fun and Recreation

Transmission of zoonoses is more possible when human – animal coexistence is too close or when people neglect good personal hygiene. It is obvious that children are particularly vulnerable to zoonoses transmission due to their natural tendencies to unhealthy behaviours, especially during play and eating. Cats, their excrements and pelage may be vectors of many zoonoses and pose a potential threat to children.

Unrestricted cats’ movement around the unfenced areas (wild environment) increases the risk of contacts with sources of parasitic infections. Unlimited these cats access to people, including their places of rest, fun and sleep may create opportunities for zoonotic transmission.

The most dangerous cats – human coexistence conditions may be described as (Table 1):

1st. unrestricted cats’ movement (rows “Not restricted but mainly living quarters” and “Not restricted but mainly outside living quarters”) and their access to playgrounds, children’s places for fun and recreation or only to places for fun. Such options were checked by 80 polled, that mean 54.8% of surveyed cat owners.

2nd. free movement restricted to areas outside living quarters (row “Areas outside living quarters”) and possible access to places for children's fun and recreation (column “unrestricted”) or to places for children's fun (with or without supervision of adults) – 15 cases, that means 10.3% of surveyed.

Both of them concern 65.1% of all cat owners' households in rural regions.

Only 29 owners referred two, the most safe cats-people-environment relations – i.e.:

1st. cats not allowed to free move outside living quarters (free movement restricted to living quarters): 17 respondents (11.6% of polled) or

2nd. lack of consent to the presence of cats in residential areas or playgrounds (column “No any”; 37 respondents – that means 25.3% of polled).

4.2 Possible Occasional Access of Cats to Kitchens, Larders, Dining Rooms and Bedrooms

Potentially very dangerous to humans may be the presence of cats in areas of storage and processing of food, dining rooms as well as bedrooms. Unrestricted cats’ access to such places makes possible to pollute food, tables,
plates and beddings with invasive (for humans) forms of parasites. The risk of such danger is described by data presented in Table 2.

Total separations of cats and areas connected with storing and preparing food for humans as well as places for eating and sleeping were declared only by 35 owners (39.7%) – Table 2 (column “No any or eventually to halls and porches”). The rest of polled (60.3%) checked answers suggesting more or less risky contacts. Among them 72 owners (49.2%) used to allow their cats to visit kitchens, larders, dining rooms as well as bedrooms (column “Unrestricted”).

Table 1. Possible occasional cats’ access to places for children's fun and recreation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free movement restricted to:</th>
<th>Possible occasional cats’ access to places for children's fun and recreation</th>
<th>Access limited to:</th>
<th>Unrestricted</th>
<th>Unrestricted</th>
<th>Unrestricted</th>
<th>Unrestricted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly outside living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas outside living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Possible occasional access of cats to kitchens, larders, dining rooms and bedrooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free movement restricted to:</th>
<th>Possible access to kitchens, larders, dining rooms and bedrooms</th>
<th>Access limited to:</th>
<th>Kitchens and/or larders</th>
<th>Dining rooms</th>
<th>Bedrooms</th>
<th>No any or eventually to halls and porches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly outside living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas outside living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Sleeping Places for Cats

No one of respondents checked the most risky combination: sleeping with a cat which is allowed complete unrestricted freedom of movement (Table 3). 93 cat owners (63.7%) declared separations of humans’ and cats’ sleeping places (cats are not allowed to sleep inside living quarters). The rest – 53 owners (36.3%) checked other answers suggesting more or less risky contacts (Table 3); it may be interpreted as approval for
their cats’ possible contacts with every furniture, domestic appliances or clothing. 36 cat owners (24.4%) declared that their cats were allowed to sleep in living quarters in not defined sleeping places, only 17 respondents (11.6%) declared allowance to presence of cat beds in living quarters.

Table 3. Sleeping places for cats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free movement restricted to:</th>
<th>Sleeping place for the cat</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outside the living quarters</td>
<td>Inside living quarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only living quarters</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly living quarters</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly outside living quarters</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas outside living quarters</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Attitudes of the Owners towards Bathing, their Cats and Restrictions Concerning Free Movements of Cats

Instead of the fact that animals as well as people need hygienic procedures to enjoy good health, the idea of bathing cats gives rise to controversy. Such diversity of opinions present data placed in Table 4.

The most popular response to the question concerning the frequency of bathing cats was: “never” – 88 owners (60.4% of polled). 36 respondents (24.7%) checked the option “Irregularly or less frequently than every 3 months”. The option “Every 3 months or more frequently” was checked by nobody, the rest of polled (22 owners – that is 15.1%) checked answer “It has taken place only once” or option suggesting bathing in cases of any parasitic disease suspicions.

Table 4. Attitudes of the owners towards bathing their cats and restrictions concerning free movements of cats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The frequency of bathing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>It has taken place only once</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only living quarters</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly living quarters</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly outside living quarters</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas outside living quarters</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5 Deworming Prevention and Treatment Procedures Applied to Cats with Different Free Movement Restrictions

Deworming procedure (including preventive deworming) is one of the best ways to prevent the spread of parasites. Its effectiveness depends on frequency, regularity and specificity of used antiparasitic means.

The attitude of cat owners towards deworming prevention may be characterized by data presented in Table 5.

Only 12 owners (15.1% of polled) declared deworming procedure performed more frequently than once a year. Most of polled (i.e. rest of polled – that means 84.9% of 146 owners) checked answers suggesting deworming procedure negligence (deworming, performed once a year, when preparing to vaccination procedures or realized less frequently than once a year). 9 (6.0%) used to apply deworming procedures less frequently than once a year, 63 (43.0%) once a year, 44 owners (30.2%) only when any parasites were noticed by cat owners – Table 5. No one checked the option “Never”.

Table 5. Deworming prevention and treatment procedures applied to cats with different free movement restrictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free movement restricted to:</th>
<th>Deworming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only when the cat is vaccinated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only living quarters</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly living quarters</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not restricted but mainly outside living quarters</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas outside living quarters</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Summary of Results

The conditions of cats and humans coexistence in selected rural areas in Poland (one of the poorest regions of Poland) significantly differ from the desired.

Only 26% of cat owners effectively prevent any access of their cats to places for children's fun, 20% of polled allow their cats to unrestricted access to such places, 54% allow to partially restricted access.

Majority of those owners who allow their cats to unrestricted or partially restricted access to places for children's fun allow their animals to spend a time out of doors (outside living quarters).

49.4% of surveyed allow their cats to unrestricted access to places for food preparation and storage as well as to dining rooms, 10.9% - only to dining rooms. Majority of them allow their animals to spend a time out of doors (outside living quarters) – that means their cats are not protected from potential exposure to parasites present in the area being outside living quarters (wild animals, other cats and their excrements).

36% of surveyed cat owners allow their cats to find their sleeping places inside houses (24.4% - in undefined place, 11.6% in special cat beds). Majority of such cats are allowed to spend a time out of doors, too.

Majority of surveyed (60.4%) never bath their cats, 3.4% bath cats only when they suspect their animals have any parasites. Vast majority of those cats that have never been washed are animals allowed to access to both living areas and open spaces (wild environment).

Deworming prevention and antiparasitic treatment procedures applied to cats living in described rural areas may be considered as unsatisfied. Only 15.1% of cat owners apply deworming procedures more frequently than once a year. 30.3% of owners apply antiparasitic compounds only when they are able to see parasites.

Such information suggests that, in described rural region, cats and humans coexistence conditions pose some
potential risks for parasitic disease transmissions.

5. Discussion

5.1 Cats and Humans Coexistence in Europe – Historical and Socio-cultural Conditions. The Differences between Rural and City Areas

Recent studies suggest that cats were domesticated about 10,000 years ago. Evidence of coexistence between cats and humans dates back to 6000 BCE from the Greek island of Cyprus, where archaeologists found bones of cats, humans, and mice buried together (Driscoll et al., 2007).

Ancient Egyptians kept cats mainly to exterminate mice and rats (such rodents caused great losses in the grain storage places). In Ancient Egypt, cats were treated as gods (manifestations of the goddess Bast; this Egyptian goddess had many roles, including the goddess of fertility). There were also laws forbidding the exportation of cats and harm them. The punishment for harming or killing a cat was very harsh.

By the end of the ninth century CE cats have spread throughout Asia and Europe. Such animals were objects of worship, pets and animals kept for rodents’ extermination purposes. At that time cats were tolerated or regard with mistrust, but not persecuted.

The situation changed radically with the Christianity spreading. Cats, as other pagan deities (cats – pagan symbol of fertility), were condemned. For many years, cats – especially black ones, considered as the embodiment of the devil, were killed or even tortured before death.

In XII century CE, Europe fell to the plague of rats that came with returning Crusaders. The Church strictly forbade the killing of cats, because only they were able to stop this invasion.

When the danger has passed — the Europeans again began to exterminate cats. Over the next few centuries, the cat was an animal treated with contempt, especially among the urban population. Over time, such animals were back in grace: the cats were treated as mascots for the ladies. Gradually, people began to tolerate them in rural households, too.

Practical considerations, and therefore the presence of rodents and the need to protect stores grain against mice and rats, meant that the cats still have a role in the economic life of the villages. Cats are still the cheapest means for killing rodents. Thus, there can be noticed a large number of cats in the countryside and the freedom of their movement over open areas.

In cities, the presence of rodents posed fewer problems. Moreover zoophobia which came after Pasteur reports (nineteenth century CE) on the possible role of animals in the spread of disease was much stronger in urban than in rural areas.

Above conditions, and many superstition related to cats make that the number of such animals in the cities is much smaller than in rural areas. In addition, cats in the cities are usually are kept as pets, that means that the freedom of movement of such animals is restricted.

So cats reared in cities pose a lower epidemiological risk than those living in rural areas.

5.2 The Possible Causes of Cats and Humans Coexistence Conditions Improprieties

The results of study suggest the presence of many crucial problems concerning the conditions of cats and humans coexistence in rural areas.

These improprieties relate to hygiene and sanitary conditions of the presence of cats in homes, their contacts with children, places of preparation and storage of meals, access to dining-rooms, as well as to sanitary-hygiene procedures and vaccination applied to cats living or temporarily stay in house environment.

The described above improper cats and humans relationships may be conditioned by historical reasons, educational negligence, inadequate veterinary care, as well as in economic circumstances.

5.2.1 Educational Negligence - Important Risk Factor for Transmission of Parasites

Until the second half of 20th century, rural regions in Poland, like many rural regions in Europe, were evidently culturally and educationally neglected. The situation has evidently changed during the last 30 years, but even now people living in the countryside are statistically less educated than those in cities. Farmers in Poland are the worst educated group of professionals. The aspirations of rural youth are much lower than that living in cities. Many families have not financial possibilities to send children to colleges. The direct communication links in rural areas as well as the access to a broader education, libraries or broadband Internet connections are still insufficient (Pilch, 2002; Kamiński & Knieć, 2012).
These factors favour the preservation of old habits, the survival of old traditions and superstitions as well as hinder the appearance of new habits related to modern hygiene and health promotion (Bereszyński & Tomaszewska, 2006; Słońska, 2000; Gniazdowski, 1990).

The presented above data (table 1) suggesting that majority of surveyed country dwellers allow their cats both to move over open areas and to unlimited as well as unsupervised access to places of children’s fun and recreation, to places for preparing, storage of food as well and to dining rooms, may suggest or intentional exposure human health to danger (which seems unlikely) or lack of knowledge due to insufficient health education – which is very probable.

5.2.2 Veterinary Care System in Polish Rural Regions – Possible Impact on Health Status of Animals

In rural regions of Lubelskie province, only 15.1% of cat owners (Table 5) realize deworming procedures more frequently than once a year (84.9% – less frequently), people decide to risky animal – human contacts (cats with no free move restrictions are allowed to unsupervised contacts with children and food) and lots of them don’t bother about animal hygiene (tables 1–4). Such list of irregularities should cause major concern. Among the reasons there may be improper veterinarians – cat owners co-operation (including educational negligence) or financial troubles. Such problem seems to be worthy of further investigations.

There are opinions that suggest that in rural areas, general practitioners and veterinarians should be obligated to supervise and organize activities in the field of parasitic diseases prophylaxis. Although physicians could play a role in educating patients, studies indicate that their involvement in such types of actions is less evident than involvement of veterinarians. So the veterinary doctors may be considered as one of the most important elements of animal hygiene education and keeping proper standards of hygiene and deworming procedures. But there are problems because of the fact that many veterinarians – all over the world – do not actively educate clients on the zoonotic risk of parasites, despite even significant zoonotic risks. In Western Canada, in 2007, almost 46% of responding veterinarians confessed negligence in active educate clients on the zoonotic risk of small animal-derived endoparasites. In 2007, in King County (Washington, USA), only 43% of veterinarians reported that they had initiated discussions about zoonotic diseases with clients on a daily basis (Lipton, Hopkins, Koehler, & DiGiacomo, 2008).

Veterinary care system in Poland is based on paid prevention and treatment realized by veterinary centers and private veterinary practitioners. Animal health insurance system in Poland is not popular nowadays; it concerns the few wealthy owners of the animals. Voluntary insurances are more popular among big animal farm or purebred livestock owners or among rich few pet owners – mainly citizens. Poor farmers with incomes below the poverty line, economize on expenses. Among others, forgoing veterinary care – especially in the cases of small and less worthy animals – is one of possible ways of reducing costs.

Such opinion was emphasized by Kołłątaj and co-authors (Kołłątaj et al., 2012) who described lack of veterinary certificates in almost 50% of dog owners and widespread practice involving economizing on veterinary care over dogs living in farms in rural areas of Bełżyce, Chodel, Opole Lubelskie and Poniatowa districts in Lublin province (lack of veterinary certificates means no confirmed contacts veterinary doctors – animal owners).

Thus lots of cat owners don’t bother about contacts with local veterinary services and – on the other hand – veterinarians don’t take initiative in educating and in looking for owners possessing animals being in need of dewormings and don’t offer consulting services. Such status quo of educational and veterinary negligence causes the continued presence of endemic foci of parasitic infections, increases risk of parasitic diseases spreading and influences on the health status of local populations.

5.2.3 Cat Hygiene Negligence – Important Risk Factor for Transmission of Parasites

The behaviour of people has a pivotal role to play in the macro and microepidemiology of emerging or re-emerging parasitic zoonoses (Macpherson, 2005). In Europe, farming and pet ownership have been identified as important risk factors of spreading such diseases. Improving both personal and animal hygiene are the crucial factors affecting the significant reduction in the risk of spreading zoonoses. It should be good to know the best rules of hygiene and consistently apply them.

Despite what many popularly believe, cats cannot truly keep themselves clean by licking. Cats’ fur may contain not only fleas, ticks and mites but also Toxocara eggs (Overgaauw et al., 2009), Giardia cysts, tapeworm segments (stuck to the hair around the cat’s anus) and others. Cats can benefit from regular bathing because it helps remove dead hair and skin that accumulates as well as excess oils. They don’t like water – that is a well-known fact. However, any cat can be trained to tolerate a bath. There are not settled detailed recommendations for bathing cats both in Poland and other developed countries. The suggestions are as follows:
bathing cat is something that is not absolutely necessary to do on a weekly basis but a monthly basis is recommended just to make sure that cat is clean (Sly Cat Care Guru, 2012); the Persian and Persian-related cats may need to be bathed every month or two to keep the long coat clean; hunting cats being allowed to stay in living quarters should be bathed more frequently than those being only pets; cats possessed by owners suffering from allergy to cats’ fur containing allergen called *Fel d 1* should be bathed even 1–2 times a week (Avner, Perzanowski, Platts-Mills, & Woodfolk, 1997). The problem is that the term “bathing cats” means the hygienic procedure that requires usage of not a pure water and a simple soap or a people shampoo but special cat-specific cosmetics – products formulated specifically for cats. Such cosmetics make even frequent bathing safe for cat’s fur and skin (pH balanced for cat's skin, hypoallergic, gentle and non-irritating).

Theoretically, the fact that 60.5% of polled cat owners declared no bathing cats (option “never” – Table 4) may be an effect of: educational backwardness, the lack of any clearly defined recommendations, the fact that availability of such preparations in rural areas is difficult, the lack of proper cooperation between cat owners and veterinarians, financial reasons (the cost of special cosmetics for cats is higher than the cost of a bar of soap or people shampoo) or combination of mentioned reasons. Such problem seems to be worthy of further investigations.

5.2.4 Economic Realities of Rural Life and Financial Aspects of Deworming Programs

As was explained by historical sources, all over the world, living conditions in rural areas caused many problems with the maintenance of personal hygiene and health care.

Such types of comments apply also to rural areas in Poland. Among the reasons there are financial problems (Polish rural inhabitants have always been poor), cultural and civilization-related delays. These problems have been particularly evident in areas of the former Austro-Hungarian and Russian annexations, and the consequences are still present in such provinces as Lubelskie province (Brandmüller (Ed.), 2011).

Poverty may be one of the most important reasons for deworming negligence. Polled cat owners were inhabitants of one of the poorest part of our country where in 2008 there were noticed the highest proportions of families living in poverty (in Lublin Province the percentage of unemployed was equal to 15.3, while in Poland its' average value was close to 10.6 (Zgierska, 2009). In 2009 average monthly income per one person in the Lublin Province was equal to 826 PLN (currency – Polish Zloty; 1 PLN = 0.3 USD) (Zgierska, 2009a), while average monthly income in Poland was almost 35% higher and amounted to 1 114.49 PLN (Główny Urząd Statystyczny [GUS], 2010; Zgierska, 2009a).

Lubelskie province still remains one of the poorest part of the country. The majority of the rural areas are dominated by the agricultural function. The level of development of agriculture there is very low, so profit ability of agricultural production is low, and farmers' incomes are very low, too.

Such financial status is associated with the needs for drastic savings. Lack of money force farmers to make savings on purchases of special beds for animals, special hygiene measures as well as on deworming procedures and on veterinary care. These decisions result in failure to care for hygiene and health. In the absence of financial resources, health and living conditions of animals are swept into the background.

In our country, the deworming procedures require veterinary consultations and use drugs that may be available only on prescription. The typical deworming procedure needs spending no less than 15–25 PLN (costs of both: deworming drug and veterinary consult). Such price does not include the cost of any laboratory tests for parasites. It must be added that one can also find antiparasitic medications at a price exceeding 30–40 PLN.

The frequency of dewormings depends on lifestyle of a cat. It is recommended twice yearly deworming as a minimum and deworming at intervals of three months for any cat that hunts regularly (Companion Animal Parasite Council, 2011). The costs of such procedures may pose financial problems especially for many country dwellers that declare lack of financial reserves (Kołłataj, Kołłataj, Karwat, & Pieciewicz–Szczeńia, 2010) and possess greater numbers of cats or both cats and dogs.

On this background, the results of the study (Table 5) suggesting that only 15.1% of cat owners apply deworming procedures more frequently than once a year and 30.3% of owners apply antiparasitic compounds only when they are able to see parasites must be considered as possible negligence raising from (first of all) economic or both economic and educational reasons. Such problem seems to be worthy of further investigations.

5.3 Possible Practical Significance of Assessing the Humans and Animals Coexistence Irregularities

The described above irregularities – in the theory – would be the threat to health of people living in rural areas. If the threat is real, the number of registered zoonotic diseases should be higher than in cities, where the number of
kept cats is less, the freedom movement of such animals limited and hygienic conditions are better. The statistics do not raise doubts as to the fact that zoonotic parasitic diseases are more common among rural residents than among citizens. This also applies to diseases such as toxoplasmosis, toxocariasis – that is, diseases that may transmitted by cats, not only by dogs (Jarosz, Andrzejewska, Rychlicki, & Mizgajska-Wiktor, 2007; Gawor et al., 2008; Sroka et al., 2010).

Such data should motivate decision makers to take effective actions to eliminate irregularities and, consequently, reduce risks and improve the epidemiological status of rural areas.

6. Conclusions

In rural areas, hygiene and veterinary cats care negligence as well as animal-human coexistence conditions may increase the risk of zoonotic parasite diseases spreading. Nowadays, veterinary practices and media have the important responsibility of educating cat owners about the potential risk of zoonotic parasitoses.
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